Dear Parent

We, at The Maurya School, aim high so that our children may to touch the sky. Challenges and opportunities are interspersed at each and every step of schooling which assist in enabling our children to develop their cognitive, conative and psychomotor domains.

This year our annual Exposition “Spectrum-2017” is being held on Saturday, 15th July, 2017. The theme for the exposition for this year is ‘Science & Technology’.

Our enthusiastic children are waiting with bated breath to take you on an exciting and adventurous journey through a plethora of activities like Role Plays, Models and Games to name a few. Your encouragement and support has always served as a source of motivation for all of us and has helped us to achieve immense success at each and every step that we have taken. We expect the same from you for this event as well!!

You are requested to kindly note the following for the day of exposition.

1. The reporting time for students is 7:45 a.m.
2. The transport will be provided only in the morning to those who avail the facility. Transport will not be provided to students at dispersal.
3. The child should come dressed in proper school uniform and is not required to carry the school bag.
4. The child must carry a sumptuous Tiffin along with a water bottle.
5. The timings for the parents to visit the exposition are from 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 a.m.
6. You are requested to visit your ward’s class after visiting other classes and then take him/her back with you once the exposition is over at 10:00 a.m.
7. Under no circumstances, would the child be allowed to leave before 10:00 a.m. Kindly adhere to the timings to avoid any inconvenience.
8. Parents are requested to keep their mobile phones on silent mode during the course of their visit.
9. Parents are requested to car pool to avoid traffic issues.

Kind Regards

Shalini Bajaj
Head of the School